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My Lucky Metal Detecting Journal
A guide to metal detecting in the water for jewelry and coins.

How to Research for Treasure Hunting and Metal Detecting
Treasure hunting is all about research. Jars of gold coins are hard to find. Even harder if the treasure hunter doesn't do
proper research. Ever wanted to learn how to find virgin coinhunting spots? Or get leads on buried caches of coins? The
research methods are presented herein, but only for those who want to learn the craft. Within these pages you will find
wisdom and knowledge of how to do proper research for treasure hunting and metal detecting. Written by a seasoned
professional who is retiring from the field and wants to show others how to be great at researching treasure leads and
coinhunting sites. Chapters of interest: -Obtaining Treasure Leads -Purging Treasure Leads -A Primer on Internet Searching
-Research Tools -Authority Rank or "Should I trust that guy?" -Map Resources -Geneology -State Library -Research Workflow
-How to Do Proper Reconnaissance -Treasure Sense and Common Sense -Hunt Locally, Research Locally -Record Keeping
-Example Workflows -Wizard's First Rule and the KGC 214 pages

METAL DETECTING (2020 Edition)
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This book has been extremely useful to me in understanding all there is to know about metal detectors. To a beginner this
is absolute required reading, and for the experienced detectionist, it is still of profound value because of the advice that it
gives. This book helped me purchase the right metal detector and following its advice paid for the book the first time I went
out metal detecting after reading it. If you are only going to have only two or three books in your personal metal detecting
library this one should be one of those two or three! Happy Hunting!

Beginner's Guide to Metal Detecting
UPDATED!Welcome to the world of metal detecting where the hobby pays the people that know how to carry it out. This is a
new book with new ideas on how to detect hidden treasures from different parts of the work. Brain Mike who has many
years of experience in treasure hunt through this book will teach you all you need to know to succeed as a metal detecting
enthusiast. You will learn a lot through this book including: Deep understanding on metal detecting The terminologies you
need to know as a metal detecting hobbyist The suitable metal doctors for different environments and treasures Step by
step guide on how to detect treasures Troubleshooting in metal detectors Why metal detecting is important What to do
when you get to a fresh land for treasure hunt The basic skills and tips for excellent metal detecting result How to enhance
your metal detecting skills The proper techniques to clean your finds How to make money from your detected treasures,
and many more Feel free to get this book and be enlightened. Just scroll up and click the BUY Now button to enjoy this
informative book on metal detecting.

Metal Detecting Tips
Learn everything you need to know to enjoy the exciting hobby of metal detecting. Learn what equipment to buy, and how
it works. You'll also learn how to conduct research, and gain permission to detect private property. Other topics include
legal issues and interacting with law enforcement, proper target recovery, and much, much more. This book will get you
participating in the hobby quickly if you're a novice, or help you to improve your finds if you're more experienced.

Photo Guide to Metal Detecting
Enthusiastic, thorough, and everything you need to know about discovering buried treasure! There is an incredible amount
of treasure buried right under our feet, but most people don’t even know this huge amount of untold wealth exists. Imagine
how it must feel to uncover large caches of silver and gold coins or long-lost jewelry packed with shimmering, precious
stones. These are not some made-up fairy tales—there are people who, at this very moment, are finding these treasures.
Veteran metal detector and treasure hunter Mark Smith takes you under his wing and demystifies treasure hunting in Metal
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Detecting by revealing his most closely guarded secrets and sharing personal stories of success. These valuable lessons
and truly amazing treasure hunting stories will make you wonder why you aren’t out there with a metal detector right now!
Metal Detecting cuts right through the technical jargon and spells everything out with full-color illustrations and easy-tounderstand terms, making this book simple to follow, regardless of your prior treasure-hunting experience. Novices and
seasoned veterans will both find plenty of helpful information buried in the pages of this book—from choosing your first
metal detector to finding locations loaded with unlimited treasure possibilities, and everything in between. Mark shows you
how to get out there and claim your own share of treasure, be it gold, silver, meteorites, old coins, jewelry, or relics. What
are you waiting for? Grab a copy today and start uncovering history, adventure, and treasure!

The Perfect Guide to Metal Dectector for Beginners
Introduces the basic tools and techniques of treasure hunting, tells how to look for gold and coins, and gives advice on
where to hunt, useful clothing and equipment, legal considerations, and safety

Metal Detecting Log Book
THE ULTIMATE A-TO-Z GUIDE REVEALING EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO BECOME A METAL DETECTING EXPERT
Nothing is as thrilling as finding cool (and often valuable) stuff right under your feet. So grab this guide and get ready to dig
up more and more finds. Packed with helpful information on making your search successful and exciting, The Metal
Detecting Bible serves up step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and useful photos that can turn you into a professional
treasure hunter. From quick-start tips for novices to insider secrets for the most experienced hobbyists, this hands-on guide
is the ultimate resource on all aspects of metal detecting. • Choose the best metal detector • Learn where to search and
why • Practice appropriate swing techniques • Integrate advanced GPS technology •Scout out beaches, parks and historic
sites • Gain permission to hunt on private property •Identify antique coins, relics and jewelry • Use handy target recovery
tools • Clean and safely preserve your finds • Sell your finds for a profit

Metal Detecting and Archaeology
There is treasure buried all around you. The excitement of finding it with a metal detector is addicting, to say the least!
Besides valuable old coins there is valuable jewelry, interesting relics and more. This book will help you quickly teach you
how to not only start but excel at metal detecting. Tips, techniques and photos will help quickly improve your success rate.
It starts with the basics (equipment choices if you don't have a machine yet) and quickly gets into specific tactics to
maximize the success you will have regardless of what detector you are using. It has the "need to know" information to help
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you that would normally take you years to discover on your own. There is also a robust list of resources for your reference
for more indepth learning if you want. This is an excellent investment to make sure you are getting the most out of your
time using a metal detector. There will bound to be quite a few "aha!" moments and nuggets of information shared. Good
luck and happy hunting!

Metal Detecting Beginners to Pro Guide (2020 Edition)
A metal detector is an electronic instrument that distinguishes the proximity of metal close by. Metal detectors are useful
for finding metal fuses concealed inside things, or metal articles secured underground. They every now and again contain a
handheld unit with a sensor test which can be cleared over the ground or various things. Right here is a guide that will give
you explicit information on all you need to know about metal detecting, the appropriate devices to use and where you are
most likely going to get the kind of treasure you seek. Just by a simple Click on "buy now" it's yours!

Metal Detecting for Beginners
Old coins, lost jewelry there is an entire world of buried treasure right under our feet. Smith shows you how to claim your
share. Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail the easiest ways to not only locate treasure, but
safely recover it as well.

Metal Detecting
This book was written to help the new treasure hunter not make expensive and stupid looking mistakes in equipment
selection and metal detecting technique.It is designed to inform and entertain via true metal detecting stories, humor,
history, and advice from experienced metal detectorists.

Metal Detecting the Beach
Keep track of everything you find with your metal detector. Book pages are pre-formatted with prompts for your record
keeping and plenty of space for notes. Date of the find Location or GPS co-ordinates - look for patterns then decide new
areas to search Metal Detector machine used Machine settings - find out the best settings for you Items found - keep track
of all your treasure Notes 6" x 9" - easy to slip into a pocket or rucksack Soft matte cover 140 pages Great metal detecting
accessory and would make the perfect gift for a metal detectorist.
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Beginners Guide to Metal Detecting
Explains how to use metal detectors to locate and retrieve coins, jewelry, or gold. Includes anecdotes of people who "struck
it rich".

Metal Detecting for Beginners
Old coins, lost jewelry there is an entire world of buried treasure right under our feet. Smith shows you how to claim your
share. Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail the easiest ways to not only locate treasure, but
safely recover it as well.

Metal Detecting for Treasure
Water Hunting
Ron Kamrowski has written this book to share the experiences of using a metal detector. Most writings of this nature deal
with the workings of a metal detector, this work contains actual events to explain that there are literally millions of places
to search. Untouched areas abound in the United States where history, although only dating a few centuries, can be
discovered in your own backyard.

The Metal Detecting Bible
"This best-selling book is both aimed at the beginner and someone who is perhaps considering taking up metal detecting.
However it also contains information that the more experienced detectorist may find very useful. After a combined 70 years
metal detecting Dave Stuckey and I decided that we had a large amount of research information that allowed us in most
cases to quickly assess the potential of areas to search. Why should everyone else have to wait that long to get the same
benefits as we had? We simply had to share it all. Who would guess that a flock of birds might just reveal the site of a
Roman villa or a cluster of molehills be the site of a Georgian manor house? Those pieces of twisted metal you have just
found might actually pin point the site of a crashed wartime aeroplane. Just like a forensic examination every investigative
factor is covered here, what might it reveal for you? Written in an "easy read" style with high quality colour illustrations it is
perhaps that ideal Christmas or birthday present, or indeed anytime gift for that person in your life you know is or could
well become very interested in metal detecting. "
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Metal Detecting
WHO benefits from this book? • Anyone in a hurry to learn about metal detecting • People who are visually oriented and
prefer illustrations over words • Beginners who need a quick and simple guide to the hobby WHAT will I learn? • Important
technical terms, such as Discrimination, Target ID, and Phase Shift • How detectors work and what all the dials and displays
mean • An overview of the different types of metal detectors • Detector prices and ranking charts, Chapter 12 and Chapter
13 WHY a photo book? • Pictures convey a lot more information than words. • May people prefer visually oriented
instruction over words. • All you need to know is contained in the captions and the resource material at the rear. - A full
reference section includes: - Detector choices for beginners - Hobbyist magazines and online resources - A comprehensive
list of prices, manufacturers, and suppliers

Metal Detecting Gold
Metal Detecting: a Beginner's Guide
110 pages made for writing to keep your notes organised. Great way to record your finds with date, location, detector
settings and tools you need. The Notebook gives you space for your notes and also will keep Detecting Clubs Details in one
place. Can be carried easily in your backpack. Very good quality and well Design Cover will be an eye-catcher for everyone
else. Would make the perfect gift for a friend.

Metal Detecting
The Art and Science of Metal Detecting is a comprehensive examination of the sport of metal detecting, designed for
beginner and intermediate skill levels. It features a detailed guide to terminology, choosing a detector, field operations, and
researching places to hunt. There is an index and a full-fledged appendix listing resources, such as web pages, magazines,
manufacturers, and sample prices. Read it for the treasure hunting insights; keep it for the reference sections!Vince
Migliore has written several articles on metal detecting, some for Western & Eastern Treasures magazine. He is a writer and
researcher living in California. He is author of the following books:* Metal Detecting for the Beginner, 2009* Metal Detecting
for the Beginner Ed.2, 2010* Photo Intro to Metal Detecting, 2010* Creative Cache Containers for Geocaching, 2012*
Geocaching: Basic Beginner's Guide, 2013.

Metal Detecting for Beginners and Beyond
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In December 2010, J.P. Ripple made a handshake agreement with an eighty-seven-year-old man named Red to hunt for
treasure on Stigley Ridge in northern Oklahoma. Red didnt balk when Ripple, who bought his first metal detector as a senior
in high school, told him it would take about six winters to cover the 200-acre ridge. While Red never gave one reason why
he wanted the ridge searched, he claimed his friends had lost coins, tax tokens, toys, and jewelry under a red cedar on the
ridge. The Stigley kids were classmates during parts of the Great Depression, and they had a great time playing under the
tree with Red once a month. In sharing his story about searching for treasure on the ridge, Ripple reveals the methods he
used, what worked, what didnt, and how he dealt with an elderly man who wanted to tag along and help dig. He also shares
the best places to search for valuable items, how to sell coins and bottles, and federal regulations that every treasure
hunter must keep top of mindas well as what he found on Stigley Ridge.

Metal Detecting on the Coast
If you have ever thought of taking up metal detecting as a hobby, or would like to give somebody a book on the subject,
then this is the one to buy.

Metal Detecting
Improve your metal detecting skill and Become an expert for all kinds of treasure Hunting. Are You beginners or Expert?
Need Hidden information about treasure hunting? You will able to know hidden tips about treasure Hunting and beginner's
guide. You will able to choose the best metal detectors for your purpose. The Book Includes: Best Metal Detector Brands
Best Metal detectors Metal Detector Buying Guides Types Of Metal Detector Metal Detector Accessories Metal detector Tips
For Beginners Metal Detecting Tips For Kids Detecting Tips For Gold Nuggets Detecting Tips For Coins Detecting Tips In Park
Detecting Tips In beach Detecting Tips In Underwater Government Law permission for metal hunting Metal Detecting
Search Coil How Metal Detector Works Hunting Ground Metal Detector Maintenance Hidden Tips For Metal Hunting Metal
detecting nowadays іѕ wіdеlу ѕрrеаd. mаnу people аrе becoming hооkеd іn to thіѕ hobby аnd a few hаvе еvеn made this аѕ
thеіr саrееr. уоu оnlу got tо hаvе the determination аnd a роѕіtіvе mіnd that аt some роіnt уоu'll hаvе уоur luсk fіnd thе
bеѕt trеаѕurе оn earth. Hunting аnd fіndіng mеtаl аrе оftеn ѕо аddісtіvе sometimes as уоu dо nоt wаnt tо prevent fоr уоu
tо ѕееk out thаt ріесе of оbjесt whісh wіll cause you tо rich оr be рlеаѕеd with уоurѕеlf that уоu ѕіmрlу hаvе fоund
ѕоmеthіng valuable аnd hіѕtоrісаl. it's the sensation оf рlеаѕurе аnd thrіll thаt уоu ѕіmрlу lеаvе аt some роіnt аnd you
dіѕсоvеr a gоld соіn оr unѕресіfіеd artifacts thаt hаvе a hіѕtоrу in іt.

Metal Detecting - Learning How the Easy Way!
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There is treasure buried all around you. The excitement of finding it with a metal detector is addicting, to say the least!
Besides valuable old coins there is valuable jewelry, interesting relics and more. This book will help you quickly teach you
how to not only start but excel at metal detecting. Tips, techniques and photos will help quickly improve your success rate.
It starts with the basics (equipment choices if you don't have a machine yet) and quickly gets into specific tactics to
maximize the success you will have regardless of what detector you are using. It has the "need to know" information to help
you that would normally take you years to discover on your own. There is also a robust list of resources for your reference
for more indepth learning if you want. This is an excellent investment to make sure you are getting the most out of your
time using a metal detector. There will bound to be quite a few "aha!" moments and nuggets of information shared. Good
luck and happy hunting!

Treasure Hunting for Fun and Profit
“Invaluable for the first timer! I wish I had this book when I was just starting the hobby of metal detecting!” - Josh in Florida
“I have been metal detecting for over 5 years and this great metal detecting guide book taught me plenty of new tips and
tricks.” - Mike in Texas “You can never learn too much about metal detecting. This book covers all the basics and some
more advanced techniques too.” - Bill in California “The illustrations and pictures made it so much easier to understand
pinpointing and recovering targets.”- Todd in Chicago “I found my first good coin site using the information in this book. I
pulled over 25 pieces of silver out of the ground!” - Tim in Indiana “This metal detecting book turned me on to some new
places to hunt that produced some very valuable finds.”- Bob in Tennessee There is an entire world of buried treasure right
under our feet. This book shows you how to claim your share. Over 200 pages of valuable metal detecting information
designed to get you out there finding treasure on your very first outing. Finding treasure with a metal detector is real and
doing it is simple and easy once you read this book. There are people finding incredible old coins made from gold and silver,
valuable historical relics and old jewelry made from gold, silver and platinum. But you won't find these great treasures
unless you know where and how to look. Metal Detecting: A Beginner's Guide shows you this and much more. Veteran
detectorist and treasure enthusiast Mark Smith continues to provide great information to anyone interested in the great
hobby of metal detecting. In his second book on the subject, he manages to answer the common questions that every
novice has when they are thinking about getting started. From choosing the right machine to identifying your valuable
treasure, Mark Smith covers these subjects and everything in between in an easy to understand way. While this metal
detecting book may be geared towards the novice treasure hunter, there are plenty of choice tips that even experienced
treasure hunters can pick up. Mark Smith reveals some of his best guarded metal detecting secrets in this metal detecting
guide that puts more treasure in your find's pouch. Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail the
easiest ways to not only locate treasure, but safely recover it as well. Learn how to find more treasure by: understanding
common metal detecting terminology, understanding which metal detectors work the best and where, understanding how
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and why a metal detector works, other equipment you will need, proper etiquette, what you can expect to find, why you
should never throw anything away, how to identify your finds, how to identify jewelry, how to tell if it is real gold, how to
metal detect with children, which recovery tools work the best, how to recover treasure, how to metal detect private
property, how to identify unknown metal detecting finds, metal detecting creeks, rivers and lakes, pinpointing, making
weak targets stronger, cleaning your finds, the best places to use your metal detector, selling your finds and more! What
are you waiting for? Find out how you can maximize your treasure with this informative metal detecting book today.

The Green Sinkers
"I found my first gold nugget using the information in this book! I can't wait to find my second!" - Chad in Arizona "Packed
full of great gold prospecting tips any person can benefit from!" - Bob in Arizona "Saved me a ton of time trying to figure out
which metal detector was the right choice for gold prospecting!" - Vince in Nevada "Now I know exactly why, where and
when I can find gold using the right metal detector. I am pumped and ready!" Jim in Colorado "I've been gold prospecting
the old fashion way for over 25 years. I thought it was about time I tried finding gold with a metal detector. This book told
me everything I needed to know!" - Mike in California "This is my 3rd book by Mark Smith and it leaves no stone unturned.
Great information, easy to understand pictures, detailed illustrations and a great sense of humor kept me reading until the
end. Thanks for another great book Mark!" - Kurt in Colorado Gold, one of the most popular and yet elusive precious metals
on the planet can be found buried right under your feet using nothing more than the right knowledge and a metal detector.
This book shows you how, where and why you can easily find your first picker, gold nugget or chunk of color. Over 180
pages of valuable gold prospecting information designed to get you out there finding gold with your metal detector. There is
gold out there just waiting for you to dig it up. Learning how to find your first piece is simple and easy once you read this
modern take on the old art of gold prospecting. There are people out there who are digging up rare and valuable pieces of
gold every single day. You could be one of them, but only if you know how and where to look. Metal Detecting: A Beginner's
Guide to Modern Gold Prospecting shows you this and much, much more. Veteran detectorist and treasure enthusiast Mark
Smith continues to provide great information to anyone interested in the great hobby of metal detecting. In his 6th book, he
manages to answer the common questions that every novice has when they are thinking about getting started searching
for gold with a metal detector. From choosing the right machine to learning how to spot great gold producing areas, Mark
Smith covers these subjects and everything in between in an easy to understand way. While this metal detecting book may
be geared towards the novice gold hunter, there are plenty of choice tips that even experienced gold prospectors can use
to help them find gold with a metal detector. Mark Smith reveals some of his best guarded gold detecting secrets in this
metal detecting guide that puts more gold in your pocket. Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail
the easiest ways to not only locate gold, but safely recover it as well. Learn how to find more gold by: understanding
common gold prospecting terminology, understanding why common metal detectors won't find gold, understanding which
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metal detectors have been designed to specifically locate gold, understanding which gold prospecting accessories are worth
owning, other equipment you will need, how soil conditions change the way you find gold, where you should start searching
for gold, how gold moves around on land and water, how to research prosperous gold producing sites, how to locate
existing gold claims, how to file your own gold claim, secret places where gold is always found, which recovery tools work
the best, how to recover gold and more! What are you waiting for? Find out how you can maximize your gold prospecting
finds with this informative metal detecting book today.

A Beginners Guide to Metal Detecting
Do you ever dream of finding buried treasures on the beach? Have you sat there and watched as other people comb the
beach with their metal detectors wondering if they ever really find anything? Do you think that they would be there doing it
if they were not finding anything? These people are digging up silver, gold, diamonds, platinum, old coins, and every other
type of treasure that you could imagine. It is real. There is an entire world of buried treasure right beneath your feet, and it
is waiting for you to dig it all up. Finding that buried treasure does not have to be a dream. In fact, it is pretty darn simple
as long as you know a few basics. You can get lucky. Anyone can get lucky, but knowing how to look at a beach and know
exactly where the gold is, is a skill that most people only learn from experience. In this treasure hunting book, Mark Smith,
a professional beach bum tells you exactly how he has found loads of treasure. There is more to it than swinging a coil,
enjoying the scenery, and enjoying the breeze. Learn how to find treasure by: learning common metal detector terminology,
types of water metal detectors, a metal detectors anatomy, other equipment you will need, proper etiquette, what you can
expect to find, why you should never throw anything away, how to identify your finds, how to identify jewelry, how to tell if
it is real gold, how to metal detect with children, the influence of the tides, how seasons and weather can uncover lost
treasures from years past, how to pinpoint targets, how to quickly retrieve targets, how to zero in on certain locations and
leave nothing uncovered. Learn from more than just words. Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail
various conditions of the beach, and how to find treasure on them. This book is more than just a how to metal detect at the
beach book. It is full of real life treasure finding experiences that can easily happen to anyone that is swinging a coil over
the sand. Learn how you can find Silver, Gold, Diamonds and more.

Metal Detecting: a Beginner's Guide
This metal detecting log book has been created to help you to record everything you need during your metal hunting
sessions in order to identify winning strategies and improve your skills. This journal includes: pre-formatted pages to record
details such as date, location, machine used, item found and their value, etc. lined pages to add notes in order to analyse
yourself and improve your metal detectorist skills This log book also makes a unique and personalized gift for a coin
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whisperer relative or any loved one who like to hunt treasures and save small pieces of history.

Let's Go Metal Detecting
Metal Detecting Log Book
LOOKING FOR A METAL DETECTING BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MASTER NEW TIPS? As human beings are obsessed with treasure,
the act of finding things and claiming them to be ours is ingrained in our DNA. Wars have been fought for treasures, people
have died searching for treasure, and to this day, the hunt continues. Now, we're not talking about going to war with your
neighbour over treasures, no what we are going to talk about are metal detectors. Metal Detectors are things that everyone
has heard about, the one for finding treasure, and we will look closely at what it is and what it can do. Metal detecting is a
hobby that a lot of people indulge in. Looking for treasure is something that has driven man throughout history over the
years, we have searched and searched for treasure, and we have made improvements to how we do it. One of the things
we have improved upon is Metal detectors, and in this book, we are going to be talking about them, what they are and how
they work. In this guide, we are going to explore some of the following: What are Metal Detectors? Uses of Metal Detectors
Types of Metal Detectors How do they function and the best places to use them Models of model Detectors All this much
more shall be discussed as we go through this book. So what are you waiting for? Scroll up you will see the orange "BUY
NOW" button on the top right corner and download your copy now! See you inside!!!

Metal Detecting for Beginners
A groundbreaking examination of one of the most controversial topics within modern archaeology.

Metal Detecting for Beginners and Beyond
Go on a Metal Detecting Adventure and Find Hidden Treasures! Would you like to uncover secret stashes of gold or long lost
historical artifacts? Are you looking for a fun, but potentially profitable hobby? Look no further! Metal detecting is
exhilarating, fun and can even bring you a considerable amount of money! Large treasures hidden under your feet are not
myths. There are people making their living only from uncovering caches full of some precious metal. In this book, you'll
find everything you need to start this journey - from equipment and professional tips to a list of best treasure hunting
locations. This activity can also be fun and educational for your kids! Take them with you and uncover historical mysteries
together!They'll learn about history while being physically active and spending time in the fresh air and away from their
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computer! Here's what this book will teach you: How metal detectors work and the history of their use Eight must-have
metal detecting tools with uses and descriptions of each one Great places to go treasure hunting, from apparent to no-soobvious ones How to gear up and prepare yourself for this adventure Legal and ethical codes of metal detecting How to find
objects on the beach with a list of countries whose law allows it The best metal detectors for every budget How to search
for metal underwater and what equipment you'd need A bunch of additional tips and tricks And much more! If you're
worried about the legality of this hobby - don't be. Metal detecting is perfectly legal. However, with some historical finds,
the law demands a certain course of action. This book will reveal to you how to act and what to do in those situations. Start
a historical quest and put Indiana Jones to shame with your extraordinary finds! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click",
and Get Your Copy Now!

Metal Detecting for Beginners
Are you searching for how to detect treasures? Do you want to learn from updated information on how to detect hidden
treasures and add your name to the list of great detectorists? If your answer is yes, then this book is for you. Carl Green
with over 14 years of experience in metal detecting has great ideas in this book.You will learn the following from this
book:History of Metal detecting and metal detectorsDifferent detectors for different locationsWhere to find hidden
treasuresHow to use metal detectorsSomething new in metal detectingUntapped areas to search for treasuresHow to
pinpoint metalsSafety precautions in metal detectingNew metal detecting tools built with sophisticated technologiesGreat
metal detectors in the year 2020Carl has sound ideas detailed out in this book. Just scroll up and hit "Buy" button and the
book is yours. You will be proud you bought this book. This book contains uncommon ideas in metal detecting.

The Art and Science of Metal Detecting
Metal Detecting. An Incredibly Informative and Detailed Guide. Perfect for Beginners. Covering everything that those new to
metal detecting need to know. You will get the enormous benefit of the author's vast knowledge and experience. Easy to
read, topics include: Choosing a Metal Detector. This section takes you through the many varied features to look out for in a
metal detector and helps you to work out what is important to you. Equipment. Find out about the must have tools that
every detectorist needs. Hunting Locations. Discover tips on what makes a place good to go metal detecting. How to Hunt.
A practical guide to metal detecting with lots of essential and very useful tips. Digging and recovering your treasure. Full of
practical information and diagrams. Settings. Learn how to maximize the effectiveness of your metal detector and make
sure you are using the correct setting for each hunt. Hunting Specific Locations. Tips and advice on metal detecting in very
different and specialized locations. Cleaning your Finds. Find out how each find can be cleaned in a safe way so as not to
damage it. Identifying your Finds. A useful section that will help you understand and identify what you have found. Metal
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Detecting Accessories. Logging and Research Terminology. Helping you to talk the talk. This really is a must have book for
people with a passion for metal detecting. Order today and read tomorrow.

Metal Inquiry
Metal detecting is a hobby cherished by many from different parts of the world. In this book, you will learn some basic ideas
and skills you need to detect sound treasures. This book is written by an author with years of experience in this areas of
interest.In this book, you will learn many things including: Fundamental understanding in metal detectingTips in metal
detectingDifferent locations to detect different kind of treasuresHow to search for treasuresThe best metal detectors for
different kind of treasuresSteps in metal detectingHow to clean your findsHow to dig targetsHow and where to sell your
finds, and many moreScroll up and hit the BUY NOW button to enjoy this book

Modern Metal Detectors
New to metal detecting? "Metal Detecting for Beginners" is for you with a lot of thinhs. This book includes: Feeling Inspired
to Give Metal Detecting A Try, What Equipment Do You Need?, The History of The Metal Detector, Where Should I Go Metal
Detecting?, The Best Places to Use a Metal Detector?, The Relevant Laws and Regulations Concerning Metal Detecting,
Metal Detecting Etiquette, Time to Metal Detecting, Should We Clean Our Finds?, 25 Metal Detecting Tips for Beginners,
How to Make A Metal Detector.

Metal Detecting Concise Guide
Metal detecting is a hobby cherished by many from different parts of the world. In this book, you will learn some basic ideas
and skills you need to detect sound treasures. This book is written by an author with years of experience in this areas of
interest. In this book, you will learn many things including: Fundamental understanding in metal detecting Tips in metal
detecting Different locations to detect different kind of treasures How to search for treasures The best metal detectors for
different kind of treasures Steps in metal detecting How to clean your finds How to dig targets How and where to sell your
finds, and many more Scroll up and hit the BUY NOW button to enjoy this book.

Metal Detecting Gold
Do you want to search for precious metals that could fetch you a fortune like a Pro? Do you want to know the tips and tricks
of treasure hunting? Then Read on The use of metal detectors to find treasure is something quite recent thanks to improved
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technologies. Our ancestors prospected for gold or precious metals using picks, stoves, and then a rattle. Although the pan
and pan are the traditional tools for prospecting that have the best price/performance ratio, technological developments
offer the treasure miner a wide range of possibilities. It is now possible to use a metal detector. This alternative is especially
intended for those who are looking for something new and a fun way to find treasure.If you walk on the seaside beaches
early in the morning before they are taken over by tourists, you should see people accompanied by their beach finder
pacing up and down the beach. Some people live exclusively from finding and selling gold lost by others. On tourist
beaches, you can find rings, bracelets, necklaces, earrings, or watches that have lost their owner and have fled into the
sand. But metal detectors aren't just for that. In this book, Fredrick brought his over 30 years of experience to help avoid
the pitfalls most treasure hunters encounter.You will get vital information to get started and they include: - The superiority
of metal detectors in archeology - Finding treasures with a Metal Detector - Best Treasure Hunting Tools and Accessories in
2020 - How to Choose a Metal Detector - Which detector to choose according to the terrain? - Code of conduct for metal
detection - Obtaining Permission on private property - Reading Old maps as a treasure guide - Treasure guides specific to
the region - Tips to hunt for Gold - The best detectors to find gold via pulsed induction - Tips for Finding Gold with a Metal
Detector - Gold recovery tools - Your first finds - How to transport your finds - Frequently Asked Questions about treasure
hunting and so onLet's get started, scroll up and hit the BUY WITH ONE CLICK to get this book and start Treasure hunting
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